
2000 MacRobertson Shield 
The 2000 MacRobertson Shield test series was played at United Croquet Club, Christchurch, 

New Zealand from Monday 24 January to Saturday 12 February 2000. 

Below are transcripts from some press articles and some random notes. 

The dates on some press articles are estimates based on their content. 
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Test dates and results 
Mon 24 Jan to Sat 29 Jan New Zealand 

Great Britain  
beat 
beat 

USA 
Australia 

Mon 31 Jan to Sat 5 Feb New Zealand 
Great Britain 

beat 
beat 

Australia 
USA 

Mon 7 Feb to Sat 12 Feb Great Britain 
USA 

beat 
beat 

New Zealand 
Australia 

 

 Test score 
Great Britain 3 
New Zealand 2 
USA 1 
Australia 0 

 

Teams 
Number following name is their world ranking 

AUSTRALIA 
Bruce Fleming, captain, (Brisbane) 5 
Martin Clarke (Mandurah) 32 
Max Donati (Byron Bay) 56 
Colin Pickering (Adelaide) 12 
Brian Dawson (South Australia) 72 
Helene Thurston (Perth) 36 

GREAT BRITAIN 
David Openshaw, captain, (London) 20 
Chris Clarke (Newmarket) 4 
Robert Fulford (London) 1 
Colin Irwin (Bowden) 9 
David Maugham (Bowden) 3 
Stephen Mulliner (London) 7 

NEW ZEALAND 
Steve Jones, captain 17 
Richard Baker (Whakatane} 13 
Toby Garrison (Wellington} 14 
Bob-Jackson {Auckland) 6 
John Prince (Christchurch) 10 
Brian Wislang (Nelson) 25 

USA 
John Taves, captain, (Redmond, Washington) 23 
Don Fournier jnr (Phoenix, Arizona) 115 
Jacques Fournier (Phoenix, Arizona) 29 
Michael Mehas (Palm Springs, California) 48 
Jeff Soo {Chapel Hill, North Carolina) 124 
Jerry Stark (Santa Rossa, California) 38 
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Press articles 

NZ team covers all bases 

The Press: 13 December 1999 
The New Zealand croquet team will 

assemble in Christchurch next month 

much happier after a high performance 

training weekend in Christchurch. 

The team of six will be chasing the sport’s 

equivalent Of World Cup, the 

MacRobertson Shield. 

At the weekend the team used the 

tournament venue, the United club, to 

iron out possible flaws. 

New Zealand has not won the shield since 

1986. It has been runner-up at each of the 

three tournaments since, and this year 

wants to reverse the placings on Great 

Britain, the winner of those three 

tournaments. 

“Playing at home is an advantage and we 

want to use that advantage if we can,” 

New Zealand team manager, Charles 

Jones, said. 

Besides testing combinations for the 

tournament. which will also involve 

Australia, the United States, and Britain, 

the New Zealand team tried to cover all 

possible aspects of the test series. 

“We talked about tactics and strategies 

for the tests, refereeing, and tried 

doubles combinations,” Jones said. 

“We also talked about discipline, positive thinking and analysed the opposition players. 

“We also went and had a look at our accommodation for the tournament just to make sure there 

were no surprises there either.” 

The tournament runs from January 24 until February 10. New Zealand’s first game will be against the 

United States. 

  

John prince, of Christchurch, getting the feel of the 
MacRobertson Shield venue. 

PHOTO: DAVID ALEXANDER 
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Princely award for croquet king 

The Press 10 January 2000 
John Prince was a lad of 15 when he began playing croquet at Naenae in Lower Hutt 38 years ago. 

Yesterday his services to the game as a player and administrator, were recognised in the New 

Year honours list with a Member of the New Zealand Order Of Merit. 

Prince began to build an impressive croquet CV as a player first. He captained New Zealand as a 

24-year-old and later progressed to administration, where his record is as distinguished as it had 

been on the croquet lawn. 

At 17, Prince became the youngest person to play in the MacR0benson Shield, croquet’s 

equivalent of the world cup, 

“A Welsh friend of mine asked me if I was now trying to become the oldest to play in the 

tournament. But I’ve got a few years to go to break that record,” said Prince, now 54. 

In two weeks he will play in his ninth MacRobertson Shield tournament; this time on his home 

green at the United club in Hagley Park. 

Besides being a member Of the New Zealand team, he has been on the organising committee for 

the tournament, and over the years has held a number of positions on the New Zealand Croquet 

Council. Last year he finished a four-year term as the national Vice-president. 

Prince’s knowledge and expertise in the game has also been recognised overseas. He is a 

member of the management committee of the World Croquet Council, and in 1996 had the rare 

honour of being made an honorary member of the Croquet Association. The award was recognition 

for his contribution to the game and as an ambassador for New Zealand croquet. 

Prince has won 36 New Zealand titles and captained New Zealand teams that won the 

MacRobertson Shield in 1979 arid 1986. 

In 1990 he cut. back his playing. “l didn’t have quite the same enthusiasm, but in the last few 

years the enthusiasm has returned,” he said. 

Yesterday’s award added the gloss for Prince on the old millennium. The ideal start to the new 

millennium will be helping New Zealand win the MacRobertson Shield, for the fourth time. 
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Prince looks for another crown 

The Press 19 January 2000 
By Nick Tolerton 

Christchurch croquet player 

John Prince is his sport’s big 

winner this year even 

before he competes for 

New Zealand in the 

MacRobertson Shield which 

starts here on Monday. 

He received the Order 

of Merit in the New Year’s 

honours for his services as 

a player — 36 New Zealand 

titles — and an 

administrator. 

But the prince of 

croquet will look to be 

crowned king again on his 

own United club’s lawns at 

Hagley Park in the 

MacRobertson Shield which 

runs for three weeks. 

New Zealand has won 

the shield — competed for 

by New Zealand, Australia, 

Britain, and the United 

States, only three times. 

And Prince played in two of 

those teams. 

He captained New 

Zealand to its last victory, 

in 1986 in Britain — the first time the British had been beaten at home in a competition which goes 

back to 1925 — and he also led the 1979 team which won at home. 

“New Zealand’s other win was in 1950, and the guy who taught me to play, Ashley Heenan, was 

in that team,” said Prince. 

The 54-year-old, who juggles his time neatly between careers as a part-time bank officer and a 

successful artist and sketcher, and practising, playing, and coaching croquet, bowed out of inter-

national competition after the 1990 shield series. He’d played seven consecutive MacRobertson 

Shields. 

Involved in administration and with a niggling wrist tendon injury, Prince decided it was time to 

give newer players their chance. 

He managed the New Zealand team which finished runners-up in Britain in 1996 in the last 

MacRobertson Shield, and now he’s lending his experience again as a player. Long as it is, it doesn’t 

quite match that of New Zealand team mate and current national open champion Bob Jackson of 

Auckland, who is 68. 

John Prince: “Junior development has 

become a big thing.” 
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Great Britain’s top players are in their late 20s and early 30s, and as titleholder Britain will be the 

tournament favourite. 

“But New Zealand’s got home advantage, and we have got a well-balanced team ‘with young 

players and experienced players,” said Prince. 

A Christchurch resident since 1987, Prince was a croquet whizz kid once. He took it up when he 

was a teenager in Wellington, after having a look at his local club in the Hutt hospital grounds. 

Two years later, in 1963, he played for New Zealand before going to his first New Zealand 

tournament, at which he won his first title. Last year he won his latest — the men’s and doubles 

national titles. 

However, he’s also ‘been to the fore as an administrator. He’s just finished a four-year term as 

national vice-president and is the only New Zealander on the World Croquet Federation’s six man 

committee. 

Both domestically and internationally, Prince sees good times ahead for his sport. 

Croquet now had a fulltime executive officer in Wellington, and had put in place a coaching 

structure with qualified coaches, he said. 

“Junior development has become a big thing, and in Canterbury alone we have at least a dozen 

high school youngsters at tournament standard now,” he said. 

And a dedicated band led by Gillian Dixon had brought Kiwi croquet to primary school children, 

he pointed out. Many young children who couldn’t play more physical sports enjoyed croquet. 

“…so there’s all these new things happening to croquet in New Zealand, and croquet has a nice 

balance with age and gender mix,” he said. “It’s a game that can be played at all levels of ability and 

age.” 

The world federation, formed 10 years ago, now had 22 member countries, and was looking at 

running a challenger round for other countries to have an opportunity to play for the MacRobertson 

Shield. 

“However, croquet is not too big that whenever you go in another country, whoever you meet 

will know someone you know!” said Prince. 

Prince’s achievements over four decades certainly mean he is known in croquet well beyond 

New Zealand, and he and his New Zealand teammates are out to embellish their reputations further 

in the Christchurch tournament. 
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Prince of the lawn 

The Press 21 January 2000 
The prince of Kiwi set to resume his long involvement with the MacRobertson Shield tournament. 

TONY SMITH puts John Prince through the hoops. 

 

John Prince: playing in a record eighth MacRobertson Shield. 
PHOTO: DAVID ALEXANDER 
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Most teenagers were still rocking around the clock in 1963 when 17-year-old John Prince first swung 

a mallet in the international croquet arena. 

Next week, at 54, he’ll play in a world-record eighth MacRobertson Shield tournament on his 

home lawns at Christchurch’s United Club, in Hagley Park. 

In a 37-year career, the world’s 10th ranked player has won 86 national titles, captained New 

Zealand to two MacRobertson series victories, served on the sport’s national and international 

governing bodies, and won an Order of Merit in this month’s New Years honours list. 

Other men his age prefer golf or bowls, but Prince’s passion is croquet. He socialises regularly 

with his “great cobber” Roger Murfitt, a former New Zealand champion and international player. 

I’m sure both our families are heartily sick of hearing the same old croquet stories after a couple 

of glasses of something.” 

Prince first got “bitten by the bug” as a 15-year-old rugby-playing schoolboy at Hutt Valley High 

School. 

“The Naenae croquet club wasn’t far from where I lived. One day I was just watching a game 

there and one of the players asked me if wanted to have a hit around, so did.” 

The club member asked Ashley Keenan, one of New Zealand’s top players at the time, to give 

Prince “a few lessons”. 

In the rugby, racing, and beer culture of the 60s, croquet was classified, unfairly, as an older 

person’s sport. Prince was spared any ribbing by his school buddies, “probably because I played 

rugby in the winter and for the fact I did reasonably well at croquet. 

“Toby Garrison, one of the young guys in our current team, says he never let on at school that he 

played croquet until one day he had his photo in the paper as a member of the New Zealand team. 

The secret was out then, but he only got positive reactions.” 

Within two years Prince as playing for New Zealand at the highest level — the MacRobertson 

Shield series against Australia and England. 

“The series was held in New Zealand and I was brought into the team halfway through, primarily 

to give me experience. But I ended up having a good series.” 

Prince remained an institution in the team for seven consecutive MacRobertson tournaments 

until 1990, and was captain for the last five series. 

In 1974 he and Nelson’s Gordon Rowling became the first overseas pair to win the British 

championships doubles title. 

“But the biggest highlight for me was winning the Mac-Robertson Shield twice, in 1979 and 1986. 

The latter triumph was particularly special because Prince was captain and his mentor. Heenan, 

was team manager, and “it was the first time Great Britain had lost at home”. 

After the 1990 series Prince decided to “take a break” from the international scene, although he 

kept playing at national level. He missed the 1993 series and was New Zealand’s non-playing captain 

and team manager at the last event in 1995. 

But two factors tempted him back to international play. “For 10 or 15 years, on or off, I’d had 

quite a bit of wrist and tendon trouble. It just niggled me every now and again. It was a bit like 

golfers elbow and I guess I’d been overloading the muscle. 

“But Dr Rob Campbell at Sportsmed gave me exercises to do and I started lifting weights. That 

sorted the problem out and I can now swing the mallet again properly.” 

Prince was “still doing reasonably well” in national events, so the selectors asked him to play for 

New Zealand again. “I didn’t really have any reason not to”, he shrugged. 

The sport still has an irresistible allure for Prince. 

Croquet can be like “snooker on grass”. A tactical, touch sport, it boasts its own intriguing lexicon 

of terms such as bisque, roquet and triple peel. 
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Croquet is played on a rectangular court, 28yds by 35yds. Players use mallets to hit two coloured 

balls through 12 hoops in the right direction and order, then against a centre peg. One point is 

scored for each hoop and one for the peg, for 13 points in all. A maximum score for two balls is 26. 

Singles and doubles contests are played. A match consists of up to three games. Each game can 

take 35 minutes, meaning a match can be over in hour and a half. 

“But there might be some that go the best part of the day,” Prince says. “You’ve got to have a 

good consistent swing, as in other still ball games like golf and snooker. Patience is also important. 

You may have to sit on the sidelines for some time before you get a chance and it might only be a 

slim chance at that. 

“And you have a to have an ability to remain calm under that pressure. As there’s no time limit 

you can’t, unlike snooker, get into a no-win situation until your opponent has pegged out both balls 

on his side.” 

Croquet can be “frustrating to learn” , says Prince, who is encouraged by the number of young 

players taking up the sport “I’ve had literally hundreds of people say to me that they wish they’d 

taken up the game when they were young. It can be difficult to master if you start playing later in 

life.” 

Croquet’s camaraderie keeps him going. “It’s not a big sport (New Zealand has 4000 registered 

players) and you tend to know most people playing. Even overseas you can go to most Clubs and 

find someone there you know.” 

Prince is also involved in administration. He has been a national selector and has just completed 

a four-year term as New Zealand Council vice-president. He is also in his third year on the World 

Croquet Federation management committee. 

He contributed to a book published by United club president Geoffrey Naylor and is helping his 

old mentor Ashley Heenan research a history of New Zealand croquet. 

Prince has also been involved in the organisation of this year’s MacRobertson tournament and 

he expects the United lawns to be “quite testing”. 

“We’ve cut them more frequently and we’ve used less water. The courts are faster than for 

normal club play to add an extra element of touch and judgment. Most of the top players like that. If 

it’s too easy it becomes much of a straight shoot-out, like someone serving aces in tennis.” 

Prince believes New Zealand “definitely has a chance” to win the MacRobertson on home soil. 

“But Great Britain are extremely difficult to beat and the other countries, Australia and the USA, 

have improved. 

The experience of Prince and 86-year-oId Aucklander Bob Jackson — holder of a record 13 

national open titles and a swag of other tournament prizes — will be vital. 

Prince is often teased by a Welsh croquet friend. “He asked me if, having been the youngest 

player in the Shield, would I also be the oldest. 

“But I doubt it very much. Jackson has got a better chance … he’s only got to do one more. 

“But I’m sure I’ll still be involved as a player at some level. Hopefully, we’ll have heaps of 

youngsters in there by then 

“I’m not sure if it’s a good thing to have a few people dominating a sport for too long.” 

It should be some years, though, before John Prince “pegs out” on a for the last time. 
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Sitting on the throne 
Prince of the lawn 3 

The Press 21 January 2000 
Prince of the lawn 4 

World No. 1 Robert Fulford is the player to watch at the MacRobertson Shield international croquet 

series. 

The Londoner has been at the top of the world rankings for five years and is regarded as the heir 

apparent to all-time croquet great, John Solomon, an Englishman who dominated the sport for 20 

years from the 1950s. 

“John Solomon had a remarkable record in the British championships and the MacRobertson 

Shield,” World Croquet Federation council member John Prince says. “He was the most complete 

player I’ve ever seen (in 37 years of international croquet). 

“But Robert Fulford is taking the game to another level. He went through the last MacRobertson 

Shield and British championships 1996 undefeated, One of the American guys managed to take a 

game off him (in a best of three contest), but he won everything else leading up to the final in 

straight games. It was phenomenal.” 

In the best-of-five open final he beat New Zealand ‘s Aaron Westerby 3-2 

Great Britain is to world croquet what Brazil is to international soccer. The British have three of 

the world’s top four players — Fulford (No. 1), David Maugham (3) and Chris Clarke (4) — in their 

squad. 

New Zealand, ranked No. 2, is captained by a Brisbane based Englishman, Steve Jones. Former 

New Zealand table tennis champion Bob Jackson, who has won a record 13 national open croquet 

crowns is still a key member at 68, 20-somethings Toby Garrison (Wellington) and Richard Baker 

{Whakatane), and South Islanders, John Prince and Nelson’s Brian Wislang complete the line-up. 

The Australian team includes the only woman in the tournament, Perth’s Helene Thurston. 

Teenager Jacques Fournier— ranked 29th in the world —joins older brother, Don, in the US team 

and exudes the confidence of youth. “l am really looking forward to kicking some Ozzie, Kiwi, and 

Brit ass,” he told Croquet World magazine. 

Teams 

NEW ZEALAND: Steve Jones, captain, World ranking 17: Richard Baker (Whakatane} 13, Toby 

Garrison (Wellington} 14, Bob-Jackson {Auckland) 6, John Prince (Christchurch) 10, Brian Wislang 

(Nelson) 25. 

AUSTRALIA: Bruce Fleming, captain, (Brisbane) 5, Martin Clarke (Mandurah) 32, Max Donati (Byron 

Bay) 56, Colin Pickering (Adelaide) 12, Brian Dawson (South Australia) 72, Helene Thurston (Perth) 

36. 

GREAT BRITAIN: David Openshaw, captain, (London) 20, Chris Clarke (Newmarket) 4, Robert Fulford 

(London) 1, Colin Irwin (Bowden) 9, David Maugham (Bowden) 3, Stephen Mulliner (London) 7. 

USA: John Taves, captain, (Redmond, Washington) 23, Don Fournier jnr (Phoenix, Arizona) 115, 

Jacques Fournier (Phoenix, Arizona) 29, Michael Mehas (Palm Springs, California) 48. Jeff Son 

{Chapel Hill, North Carolina) 124, Jerry Stark (Santa Ross, California) 38.  
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Lolly millionaire bequeaths ultimate prize 
Prince of the lawn 5 

The Press 21 January 2000 
The MacRobertson Shield was donated in 1925 by Australian millionaire philanthropist Sir 

MacPherson Robertson, a keen croquet player. 

Sir MacPherson started his business career as a schoolboy, delivering newspapers end lathering 

faces at a barber’s shop. At 19 he launched what became Australia’s biggest confectionery business, 

boiling sweets in his mother’s bathroom. 

The MacRobertson Shield was first contested between Australia and England. In 1930 New 

Zealand entered the competition. United States joined the fray in 1993 and the MacRobertson Shield 

has become the World Cup of croquet — more prestigious than the world championships introduced 

in 1989. 

British teams have dominated the shield, winning 10 of the 16 contests. New Zealand won it in 

1950-51, 1979, and 1986. 

Winners: 

1925: England, 1927-28, 1930, 1935: Australia, 1937: England, 1950-51: New Zealand, 1956: England, 

1963: England,1969: England, 1974: England, 1979: NZ, 1982: Great Britain, 1986: NZ, 1990: Great 

Britain and Ireland, 1993: Great Britain and Ireland, 1996: Great Britain. 
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Four nations chase round-robin 
Prince of the lawn 6 

The Press 21 January 2000 
The MacRobertson Shield test series will be held at the United Croquet Club in Hagley park from 

January 24 to February 13. 

New Zealand, Australia, Great Britain, and the United States will compete on a round-robin basis. 

Each test consists of 21 best-of-three matches, played over six days — With Sunday as a rest day. 

The teams comprise six players, each member competes in two singles matches, and three 

doubles contests. 

The champion will be the country winning all three tests. In tie the winner will be decided on a 

countback of team, or individual, matches. 

The draw is: 

Monday January 24 to Saturday January 29: NZ v US, Australia v Great Britain. Monday January 

31 to Saturday February 5: NZ v Aust. Great Britain v US. Monday February 7 to Saturday February 

12: NZ v Great Britain, Aust v US. 
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‘Bad boy’ shakes up croquet world 

The Press 22 January 2000 
By Nick Tolerton 

What’s a long-haired unshaven movie producer, ex-actor {in Easy Rider}, and former pro baseballer 

doing in the sedate world of 

croquet? 

If some administrators had 

their way, nothing. 

However, 59-year-old Mik 

Mehas has won battles on and 

off the lawns to become the 

top player in the United States 

and represent his country in 

Christchurch at the 

MacRobertson Shield world 

championships which started 

this week. 

“Bad Boy” Mehas — born 

Mihalis Demitrious 

Mehalopoulos (Greek dad and 

Swedish mum) — took up 

croquet 10 years or so back 

and quickly got offside with its 

American president by putting 

together a big money 

tournament in Palm Springs 

without his blessing. 

He was suspended for a 

year for wearing black and 

white shoes at the finals of 

another tournament to protest 

when one player forfeited a 

match to prevent him 

advancing. 

And he was blackballed for the 1996 MacRobertson team, in spite of winning matches and losing 

only two in the qualifiers. 

This year some of the same old guard on the management committee were trying to keep 

Michael out of the team again,” he said. But other players said if Mehas wasn’t selected, they 

weren’t going. 

Mehas said officials thought he was strange and didn’t fit in, but he was a good team player. 

They didn’t like his long hair and the fact he didn’t shave during tournaments. 

“And I also attacked croquet like I was trying to break up a double play in baseball with the 

spikes high.” 

Méhas played third base for the Los Angeles Dodgers and Philadelphia Phillies from 1963 to 1965 

until he was hit in the right eye by a line drive. He lost depth perception in that eye and his career 

was over. 

“Bad boy” — croquet guru Mik Mehas’s reputation is 

following him at the MacRobertson Shield world tournament 

in Christchurch. Photo: Jane Wyles 
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But his baseball contacts brought him into Hollywood movies, starting with a minor role as a 

biker in the cult classic Easy Rider. 

“Then I realised the people driving the Rolls Royces were the producers, so I went and got a 

group of doctors and raised some money, and we produced a series of low budget independent 

films. 

“l was probably in the business for all the wrong reasons. All the girls, all the wine and the parties 

— lots of games going on and I was right in the middle of it.” 

Mehas had spiritual awakening. And he met British filmmaker Robert Watts, who’d produced 

most. of the Indiana Jones and Star Wars films. 

“We kinda hit it off on a personal level and we realised we’d had some past. lives together,” he 

said. “We got talking about the film business and we pretty much agreed our original time in 

Hollywood was just a warm up for what we’re going to do now.” 

They’ve teamed up to make “spiritual films” with name actors. He said one project is Arigo, 

about a hands-on psychic healer in Brazil that will star John Cusack, Andy Garcia, and Alan Arkin and 

be directed by Arkin. 

“We have one called The Shaman to be shot in India, and we have one called Three Yogis, with 

Danny Ackroyd, and it looks like Woody Harrelson will be in. We’re wrapping that up now while over 

here.” 

Mehas said he had no interest in “Hollywood, the dark energy. But that’s where you’ve got to go 

to get. it done.” 

A vegetarian who meditates twice a day, Mehas plans about 12 films in the next four years “to 

raise universal consciousness.” 

While he believes in “spreading unconditional love,” one suspects one or two American croquet 

administrators may not be recipients. 

New Zealand, with Tony Stephens who’s ranked 12th in the world and not selected for the 

MacRobertson. and Australia had the same problem, though he said. 

“You have people that have nothing going on in their life, but they get a little power in a minor 

sport like croquet and they want to squash anybody who doesn’t walk the line like they do. 

Tony Stephens is a freewheeler. a free thinker … he should be playing in this (New Zealand) team 

right now. 

Mehas said he was going to have “a great day every day” playing against the best players in the 

world for three weeks in Christchurch. While he’s at the Hagley lawns, the croquet will never be dull. 
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NZ trails US on first day 

The Press 25 January 2000 
by Tony Smith 

New Zealand trails the United States by two matches to one after the opening day of the 

MacRobertson Shield international quadrangular croquet tournament in Christchurch. 

Captain Steve Jones and Wellington youngster Toby Garrison gave New Zealand a good start 

with a convincing win over Jeff Soo and Jerry Stark during doubles competition at the United club 

courts in Hagley Park yesterday. 

But the United States turned the tables when Jacques Fournier and Michael Mehas combined to 

beat seasoned New Zealand player Bob Jackson (Auckland) and his team-mate Richard Baker 

(Whakatane). 

The Americans won the first game 26-10, but Jackson and Baker bounced back with a 26-0 

whitewash in the second, which featured a triple peel. 

Fournier and Mehas edged out the New Zealand pair in the deciding third game, 26-24. 

Kiwi pair start strongly 

Canterbury’s John Prince and Nelson’s Brian Wislang started strongly in the third doubles match, 

beating the United States’ John Taves and Don Fournier jun 26-15 in the first game. 

But the Americans recovered with two 26-11 wins to clinch the match. 

Great Britain — winners of the last three MacRobertson Shield tournaments — led Australia 4-0 

after four singles matches. 

David Maugham was the most convincing winner, beating Australian captain Bruce Fleming, 26-1 

and 26-0, with a triple peel and a single double peel in his repertoire. 

The round-robin tournament ends on February 12. 
Results 

Great Britain v Australia (Britain names first).— David Maugham beat Brice Fleming 26-1 (triple peel) 26-0 

(singe double peel), Chris Clarke beat Bryan Dawson 26-14 (single triple peel), 26-12 (triple peel), Colin Irwin 

beat Helene Thurston 26-12, 26-10, David Openshaw beat Max Donati 26-11, 26-18. 

Britain leads, 4-0. 

New Zealand v United States (NZ names first).–Steve Jones-Toby Garrison beat Jeff Soo-Jerry Stark 26-9. 26-

0, Richard Baker-Bob Jackson lost to Jacques Fournier-Michael Mehas 10-26, 26-0 (triple peel), 24-26, John 

Prince-Brian Wislang lost to John Taves-Don Fournier jun 26-15, 11-26, 11-26. 

The United States lead, 2-1. 
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British level croquet test 

The Press 10 February 2000 
 

 

Great Britain won two of the three doubles matches against New Zealand to level their match in the 

MacRobertson Shield croquet tournament at 5-all. 

New Zealand held a narrow 4-3 lead going into yesterday’s matches at the United Club in Hagley 

Park, but only Richard Baker and Bob Jackson won their match. 

The other New Zealand doubles pairings battled gamely but lost in three games to their British 

opponents. 

The New Zealanders had targeted two wins in the doubles yesterday, but captain Steve Jones 

said the team was not perturbed. 

“We knew it was going to be a tight contest with Britain, and we are confident we can get the 

advantage back in the next three days. We just have to make sure we don’t make any silly mistakes 

in the remaining games.” 

The first team to win 11 matches will win the MacRobertson Shield. 
Results: 

New Zealand v Great Britain 

Doubles: Richard Baker and Bob Jackson (New Zealand) beat Stephen Mulliner and David Openshaw (Great 

Britain) 26-0, 26-13 (TP Baker). Robert Fulford and Chris Clarke (Great Britain) beat Toby Garrison and Steve 

Jones (New Zealand) 26-8 (TP Fulford), 13-26, 26-0. David Maugham and Colin Irwin (Great Britain) beat John 

Prince and Brian Wislang (New Zealand) 26-0 (TP Maugham), 22-26, 26-13. 

Great Britain 5, New Zealand 5. 

Australia v USA 

Singles: Martin Clarke (Australia) beat Mik Mehas (USA) 26-9, 6-26, 26-10. Jeff Soo (USA) beat Max Donati 

(Australia) 26-9, 26-3. Trevor Bassett (Australia) beat Don Fournier jun. (USA) 26-2 (TP), 26-0 (SDP). John Taves 

(USA) 26, 26 (TP) beat Colin Pickering (Australia) 26-24, 26-14(TP). 

USA 7 Australia 4.  

PHOTO: RACHEL SIMPSON 

Great Britain’s Chris Clarke is full of concentration during the MacRobertson Shield 

clash against New Zealand. 
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Final shot might win top event 

The Press 11 February 2000 
 

As befitting the best or any sporting contest, 

the MacRobertson Shield international 

croquet series might be decided on the last 

shot. 

Great Britain leads New Zealand by one 

game (9-8) starting the final round of four 

singles at the United club’s lawns in Hagley 

Park today. 

Both Great Britain and New Zealand had 

disposed of Australia and the United States in 

the past fortnight to set up showdown that 

has met all expectations. 

British teams have won 10 of the 16 

contests since the inaugural series in 1925, 

and Great Britain firmed as favourite by 

beating Australia and the United States with 

more authority than had New Zealand. 

But New Zealand and Great Britain have 

been locked in a titanic struggle all week and 

Ihe outcome of the three-week tournament 

will hinge on the final series of singles on day 

18, today. 

New Zealand won two of the three 

doubles yesterday to halve the deficit, and 

John prince, unbeaten in his six singles in his 

world-record eighth MacRobertson series, 

believes his team can win three of the 

matches today to lake the shield for a fourth 

time. 

“It is going to be down to the wire but 

we’re confident. We get up,” Prince said last 

night. 

 

 
Results 

New Zealand v Great Britain (NZ names first). – Doubles: John Prince and Brian Wislang beat Robert Fulford 

and Chris Clarke 26 (tp Prince)-11, 26-15; Toby Garrison and Steve Jones lost to Stephen Mulliner and David 

Openshaw 26-9, 0-26, 25-26; Richard Baker and Bob Jackson beat David Maughan and Colin Irwin 26 (tp 

Jackson)-10, 3-26, 26-3. All over: Great Britain 9 New Zealand 8. 

Australia v United States (Australian names first).– Singles: Bruce Fleming beat John Taves 26-3, 26-1; Bryan 

Dawson beat Mik Mehas 26 (tp)-14, 9-26, 26-20; Martin Clarke lost to Jerry Stark 17-26, 23-26. Over all: 

Australia 9 USA 9.  

PHOTO: JOHN KIRK-ANDERSON 

New Zealand croquet player Richard Baker, who 

teamed up with Bob Jackson in the pairs match 

against England’s David Maugham and Colin 

Irwin. The Kiwis won the match, 26-10, 3-26, 

26-3. 
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Graham’s “Meandering Observations” No. 2 - Graham Beale 
A Day Of Rest?? 

So the first week is over, and we have seen each of the teams in action. Following the completion of 

the first week of matches, all players had the luxury of a rest day and spent this in a variety of ways... 

The Americans and some of the Australians took a trip on the TransAlpine Express. This is a 

magnificent train journey that traverses the South Island from East to West and back again. The 

visitors were treated to some spectacular scenery along the way, in what is rated as one of the top 

six scenic train journeys in the World- http://www.nz-

travel.co.nz/tranzrail/service.csm?ServiceID=21. 

Meanwhile the British team spent their time coaching local players. The chance to be guided by 

some of the world’s best players was much appreciated by all involved and the Brits are to be 

thanked for their generous efforts. 

The Kiwis had a round of golf in the morning and then took on their host club in a fun golf croquet 

event in the afternoon. 

Some Team Talk 

Rather than try to arrange interviews with team management and captains when they are busy with 

the rigours of a MacRobertson test series, I asked each team to fill in an information sheet 

containing some questions on team organisation, preparation and their approach to the 

competition. I also asked for their views on the possible outcome of the series from their county’s 

perspective. The responses are both fascinating and illuminating and sometimes downright 

amusing... 

How and when was your MacRobertson team chosen? 

Australia: The Australian team was selected by the end of September 1999 following a weekend of 

squad play in Adelaide during August 1999. The squad had been selected in March 1998 and 

consisted of twelve players. 

Great Britain: The team was selected at the end of September 1999. the selection committee was 

Chris Clarke (Chairman), Robert Fulford, Ian Burridge, Richard Hilditch and Don Gaunt. As you can 

see we are very happy to have players on the selection committee. Minutes of the meeting are 

available to CA members. The team was selected on the basis of the six players most likely to win the 

MacRobertson Shield. Doubles combinations were taken into account. 

New Zealand: The team was selected by the national selectors in line with NZCC policy at 0200 hours 

following the Canterbury Crusaders vs Queensland Reds rugby match. 

United States: Our team was selected by a committee of selectors. We don’t know anything about 

their deliberations. The selections were made last August. 

What preparations have you gone through prior to this event? 

Australia: The team had one weekend preparation mainly group coaching with some doubles play. 

Players prepared mainly on an individual basis and for the most part in conditions which differed 

from those being experienced in Christchurch. This was not ideal preparation for a team 

inexperienced in MacRobertson play but was unavoidable without incurring significant cost. We 

have a national coach, John Riches, who conducted a coaching programme by mail. 
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Great Britain: We had no practise in the UK prior to coming out for the series as the weather was too 

cold and wet. A team meeting was held in December to agree on team and personal objectives for 

the trip. Five members of the team played in the NZ Open prior to the MacRob to acclimatise and 

get match fit. Steve Mulliner is also training for the Marathon with a long run each morning. We 

have a brief daily meeting sometime after play. 

New Zealand: A test team vs President’s selection match was held at the conclusion of the 

President’s invitation event. Each player has put in lots of individual practise. We have also had a 

team preparation weekend as part of the NZCC high performance programme, prior to both the 

Trans Tasman and MacRobeÄson Test series. Individual player interviews and feedback are 

undertaken with a sports psychologist. 

United States: None - the individuals did what they could. 

Your views on the general standard of play so far? 

Australia: The standard of play of the Great Britain team is extremely high with a very high 

percentage of roquets hit and opportunities converted to breaks and TPs. All teams are adapting 

well to the conditions and further good performances are anticipated particularly as the lawns are 

speeding up. 

Great Britain: The standard of play in positions four through to six has been better than previous 

events (Chris Clarke). The United States team have played better than expected (David Openshaw). 

New Zealand: As results indicate all teams exhibit a high standard of skills. 

United States. So far it is as we expected. Pow! 

How do you feel about your own team’s efforts so far? 

Australia: Australia has struggled against the powerful GB team but will benefit from the hard match 

play. 

Great Britain: Very good - very pleased. We are building towards peak performance, 

New Zealand: We have shown hints of things to come. This is a positive, open team a good team 

spirit is evident. 

United States: My fears were not realised so I am happy about that. Now I am not satisfied, as usual. 

We could have done better (John Taves). 

What do you think will be the results of the current matches (NZ vs Australia and Great Britain vs 

USA)? 

Australia: Great Britain should prove too strong for the US team, however some matches will be 

tough and perhaps some surprises will occur as the US players are performing well and are adapting 

well to the conditions. The test between Australia and New Zealand will, as usual, be a very close 

fought contest with Australia coming through with a narrow win 

Great Britain: New Zealand will defeat Australia and Great Britain will win against USA. 

New Zealand: No comment at this time. 

United States: I don’t make predictions (John Taves). 

What do you believe will be the final outcome of this series? 

Australia: Great Britain to win with New Zealand third and USA fourth. 
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Great Britain: Great Britain first, New Zealand second. Some British team members believe the 

United States will come third. Robert Fulford believes the United States will be third, but that this 

may depend on the form of the new unknown quantity in the Aussie line-up. 

United States: I don’t make predictions (John Taves). 
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Reports from John Travis, Captain, Team USA 

Day three report 
New Zealand 

• 1/27/00 

2000 MacRobertson Shield (24-Jan – 13-Feb) 

Day Three Commentary — John Taves 

DAY THREE REPORT by John Taves, Captain, Team USA 

Day three brought more losses for our team. We lost two and won one in doubles. All went to three 

games. 

Jeff and Jerry started great, with a fifth turn triple by Jeff. Jeff has impressed just about everyone. So 

far he leads our team with two triples. They lost the next two. John Prince and Brian Wislang didn’t 

make enough mistakes for our guys to capitalize. 

Mik and Jacques lost the first, won the second and lost the third. Jacques had some exceptional 

break building shots in the third, but it was all wasted when he failed in the approach to the 5th 

hoop. He took a tough angled shot at the hoop and gave Toby Garrison and Steve Jones the break he 

had so painstakingly built. 

At the end, Mik and Jacques had another chance. Mik made a long roquet, a nice roll up to hoop 2, 

and then missed an easy hoop. 

Don and I made bunches of mistakes again. In the first game they took nine, I took nine, and Don 

dropped his break. He was thinking about the full roll he would have to do to get the peel before 4-

back. Bad thinking. Bob Jackson and Richard Baker finished us off with a triple. 

The next game was a comedy. I can’t go into the details of the fun, because that would divulge our 

secret weapon. One part of the whole story was at the end of the second game. Don was lining up a 

long pegout peel. I went out and sighted it myself. When Wayne Rodoni and I play we always check 

each others” straight long peels so I continued the habit. I thought it was going to the right of the 

peg and told Don. He adjusted it. I asked him if he thought that was 0K now, he said “No, I think it 

will go to the left”. He hit it anyway and it went to the left. At which point I made it clear that I was a 

complete jerk. Don doesn’t need help doing a peel. 

But then Richard had a 9 foot roquet to begin his break and... missed it! Now I was given the chance 

to redeem myself. Because it was a long peel attempt Don had sent my ball all the way to hoop 3. I 

struck my ball and knew right away it was good. Just before it slammed into the peg, I yelled out 

“POW!” You just don’t yell “POW” in It isn’t done. 

The second game was simple. Don hit their leave after they took nine, took nine himself, and I 

almost finished the triple. I made a bone headed mistake to drop the triple, but set an 0K leave 

which they missed. Don ran two hoops for the peg out. 

Don and I really have lots of fun while we play. 

It is a shame that Wayne Rodoni wasn’t willing to do this tournament. Last time Wayne and I had a 

great record in doubles, and we enjoy each other’s company. Don and I are playing better than 

Wayne and I did then, so we aren’t wanting for Wayne. Unless we could add a seventh, his skills 

wouldn’t add anything to this team. That is how good and deep we are. For Americans, that is. 

- John Taves, Captain, Team USA  
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Day four report 
New Zealand 

• 1/27/00 

2000 MacRobertson Shield (24-Jan - 13-Feb) 

Day Four Commentary John Taves 

DAY FOUR REPORT 

by John -raves, Captain, Team USA 

Day four was the second day of singles between the New Zealand and IJSA teams. I played Jackson, 

Don played Prince, Jeff played Wislang, and Mik played Jones. 

I finished early with no costly mistakes (+25TP, +26TP). My brother may read this, and he won’t 

understand what the score means, so excuse me while I explain what happened: Ben, I pounded 

Jackson. 

Jeff beat Wislang in a back and forth game. In the second game there were plenty of mistakes. In the 

end Jeff had a four ball break and decided to run it to the peg and peg out both his ball and 

Wislang’s. That left Wislang for 1 and Jeff for 4-back Wislang played a little too conservatively. At the 

end, he couldn’t even take a shot at Jeff’s ball to save the game. Jeff had put himself near the peg 

and wired from Wislang. 

In Mik’s first game, he double peeled Jones and staked him out, but Jones hit a nice curve shot to get 

the far ball. He built a break and finished. That was the last time Jones took croquet, though. Mik 

won the second +26 and the third +26TP. As the lawns sped up the croquet got interesting. Mik had 

three angled hoops to get to the peg, after he had the last peel under his belt. Just when we thought 

the hard stuff was over he gave us a scare. 

Don lost the first game, and then the second to Prince. Don had his chances and he got balls around, 

but he made too many mistakes to win. 

In short, it was a good day. The day had a great feel to it. Both Mik and I hadn’t played singles yet. 

We wanted to demonstrate that the Americans weren’t satisfied to just get some scrappy doubles 

wins, or just to take matches to three games. Mik and my matches made it clear that we are not to 

be trifled with. Jeff proved that he can contribute to the win column, not just put up a good fight. 

We are down 6-8 in a best-of-21. 

- John Taves 

Captain, Team USA 

Christchurch, New Zealand 

January 27, 2000 
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Day five report 
New Zealand 

• 1/28/00 

2000 MacRobertson Shield (24-Jan — 13-Feb) 

Day Five Commentary John Taves 

[report from John Taves, Captain, team USA] 

WE LOST TODAY: ALL THREE DOUBLES MATCHES, 

AND THUS THE WHOLE NEW ZEALAND TEST 

I don’t know if I was in a bad mood before we lost, or whether the losses pissed me off, but I was not 

happy. 

Don and I played Toby Garrison, and Steve Jones. Frankly, we didn’t stand much of a chance. They 

had no problem hitting-in, and my shooting went silent for the first game. They won that game 

without much fight from us. My hitting came alive for the second game, though. I hit on fourth turn, 

did a big roll from 4th corner to hoop 1. I zinged through hoop one from 3 yards back and went past 

hoop 2 to hit partner in corner 2. After eight more hoops I set a decent leave. They missed, and Don 

took one hoop. We needed all twelve and three peels to win. Effectively that was the end of the 

match for us. 

As the leader of our doubles team, I choked by letting a negative attitude grip our game. Don wasn’t 

confident of his game, and we adjusted our tactics a bit because of that. Bad play is always in the 

past. I shouldn’t have forgotten that. 

The US lost all the first games of the matches, so it was looking pretty grim. Jerry and Jeff were 

playing Bob Jackson, and Richard Baker. I don’t know how it happened but the match was all but 

conceded, then Bob failed to peg out Richard’s ball. 

The score was 25-0 in the second game. Jerry got his ball around without drama, but Jeff’s took 

longer. Apparently it was going 0K, until I started watching. Richard didn’t shoot at the peg, because 

Jerry and Jeff set nice traps (family helper: the peg is in the middle of the lawn - if Richard hits it, 

they win). In other words, if Richard shot and missed, Jeff would have a 3-ball break and could go 

around and win. 

When I showed up Jeff ran 6, then 1-back. He failed to get the rush to 2-back, so he rushed Jerry 

over to set a killer trap. Or so I thought. Jerry and Jeff stood over their balls for a long time discussing 

what to do. In the end they didn’t do a thing. They didn’t set an effective trap, so Richard shot at the 

peg. He missed, but without a trap, Jeff couldn’t punish the shot. 

I was a little miffed. They didn’t seem to be itching to get the game done with. If you remember Day 

Two, Don and I were in the same situation that Richard was in. Don staked himself out but not me 

(because of my special peel alignment help). Our game didn’t get to the trap-setting-one-hoop-at-a-

time stage, because I smacked the peg (re: “POW”) on the first try. They shouldn’t have given 

Richard another tum. 

Jeff worked his way around to penult where the trap isn’t really needed anymore. When a player of 

Jeff’s caliber gets to penult he doesn’t need the third ball to finish. All he needs is a good rush to 

penult. They set a trap anyway, and Richard shot anyway. He missed… and our guys didn’t finish! 

I was getting a little more angry. Jeff sent Richard’s ball into a corner and attempted to get a rush to 

penult. He didn’t get a good rush, he didn’t rush it well, and he ahem, didn’t finish. The mistake they 

made was to worry about burying Richard. There is no need to bury Richard if he isn’t going to play 
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again. If you are burying him you must not be confident you will finish (see my description of 

Taves/Fournier v Jones/Garrison above for my feelings on negative thoughts). 

Jeff got through penult and then set up behind rover. There they set another trap. I didn’t see why 

they failed to join and give a rush to Jeff, but they didn’t. In fact they were so far apart that wasn’t 

clear that Jeff could reliably hit Jerry. Remember I said you don’t need a trap at penult, so you really 

don’t need a trap at rover. What you need is a good rush to rover, or just set up at rover for that 

matter. Bob and Richard didn’t shoot at the trap, because that would give Jeff and Jerry something 

when they had nothing. Inexplicably they didn’t lag to the peg, either. Instead they shot to the 

sidelines, to take another swipe at the peg. 

Bob has won more tournaments than you can shake a stick at, so I thought I would ask him why they 

didn’t lag to the peg. “Hey Bob, if you didn’t think Jeff could hit, why didn’t you lag to the peg? 

Chris Clarke thought that comment was the best bit of Captaincy he has ever heard, because on the 

next turn Jeff and Jerry had managed to put themselves in the same position - only worse. The “join” 

was wider this time. Richard took my suggestion and lagged to the peg. I was about to kill myself, 

after I did the job on Jeff and Jerry. Fortunately Jeff hit. Actually he nicked Jerry. Because Richard 

was at the peg, he had a ball to rush to his hoop, and a ball to use to rush Jerry to the peg. So their 

lag gamble was going to pay off for us. 

But NO! he made an atrocious shot and failed to get the rush to the peg. He ended up about 4 yards 

from the peg shooting east. He lined it up and drilled it so hard that when Jerry’s ball missed it went 

out of bounds. End of turn, no victory, and no join. Jeff was a foot from the peg, but Jerry was about 

the same distance Richard was from the peg. I was about to scream! Richard missed, Jerry missed, 

Richard hit. Game and Match over. AAMHHHHH I was livid!!!! 

Meanwhile on the other lawn Mik and Jacques were in a similar pegged out game. Only Mik was the 

loner, and he was for penult. When Mik took his contact he squandered his chance to get through 

penult and rover. He attempted a pass roll setup, when a takeoff was the right answer. It is so 

important to get to the peg in that situation. In the other match, Richard just had to hit the peg. In 

this match, Mik had to run hoops, which is much harder. Fortunately Brian Wislang whiffed, and 

rolled out of bounds to the balk after running 1-back. Mik didn’t have to hit, he just lifted to the balk 

and should have had an easy finish. Instead he made it interesting. He failed to get to the far side of 

the ball he wanted to rush to rover. He finished though, and our strongest team now just had to beat 

their weakest, once more. If they lose the next game we lose the whole thing. 

In the last game, Jacques took nine. Wislang hit, and got three peels of the TPO, but didn’t get 

through rover. He left all four balls on the lawn, and Mik had a lift to contact. All Mik had to do was 

run a simple four ball break to the peg. At hoop five with everything totally under control. He took 

off from right next to the hoop, to gain position to run it. He aimed for 4 inches in front of the hoop 

and came up an inch and a half short. The hoop was badly angled and he missed. John Prince gladly 

ran Mik’s 4-ball break for him for the test win. 

Mik’s mistake was devastating to him. He has had a pattern of bad hoop approaches when 

everything should be under control. I think he is missing a subtle technique, that he can add to his 

mental game. I made the point to him right after the mistake, and he took it well. That might have 

been too soon (as if I hadn’t done that a hundred times). I will repeat it for the whole team today in 

the van ride. 

I am OK now. I reminded myself that beating NZ was not likely. We made a bunch of novice 

mistakes. However, it is better to lose badly and learn, than to lose a close one, and not learn. I am 
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thinking we might not have the right doubles pairings. You might see us try a different set for Great 

Britain. 

We view our test against Great Britain as a chance to continue improving. We are not going, “Rah, 

rah, we can beat these guys!!!” 

- John Taves, Captain, Team USA 

MacRobertson Shield 2000 

Christchurch, New Zealand 

 

 

 

Day six report 
New Zealand 

• 1/29/00 

2000 MacRobertson Shield (24-Jan – 13 Feb) 

Day Six Report John aves 

Report of Day Six (final day) 

USA vs New Zealand 

I lost to Richard Baker in two games. I had the first game, but failed to finish the triple. I set a leave, 

which he hit. He did not fail his triple. I did not take croquet in the second, he finished the triple, no 

problem. 

Jacques lost to Bob Jackson in three. He failed to finish a triple in the last game and Bob did not. 

Jerry won two games quickly against Jones. He did not complete any triples, but had clean games. 

Mik also won his match against Toby. He did not complete any triples, so it is rather amazing that he 

won, given the way Toby hits. 

There wasn’t any drama to the games today since we had already lost it all. Tomorrow is a day off, 

and Monday we start against Great Britain. 

The final score was 13-8, which is respectable. 

No, it sucks… 

- John Taves 

Captain, Team USA 

MacRobertson Shield 2000 

Christchurch, New Zealand 
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Report on doubles pairings 
New Zealand 

• 1/30/00 

2000 MacRobertson Shield (24-Jan 13-Feb) 

Doubles Pairings, Team USA - John Taves 

We have changed our doubles pairings. 

Mik and Jacques remain, but Jerry and l, and Don and Jeff are paired. We thought that it would be 

better to have strong teams, Instead of one strong and two medium teams. We have the test against 

GB to try it out. If we don’t like it we can always go back to the previous pairings for the Australia 

test. 

Jerry and I will have to see if we can work together. We don’t see why we can’t, except there isn’t an 

obvious leader. We decided I was the leader, but that doesn’t mean spit. We discussed our 

preferences in different situations, and we generally agree. Where we don’t agree, there isn’t a right 

answer, so neither feels strongly. I look forward to playing with Jerry. I will miss playing with Don, 

though. 

I will keep you posted. 

- John Taves, Captain, Team USA 

MacRobertson Sheild 2000 

Christchurch, New Zealand 

 

 

 

 

First day of USA v Great Britain 
USA vs GREAT BRITAIN 

First day Of the 6-six Test 

Jerry played Steve Mulliner. Jerry was playing great and seemed to have the second break totally 

under control in the first game. He failed to approach 3-back properly and bounced off the hoop. 

Actually his mistake was made several hoops before that, when he decided which ball he was going 

to load it with. He choose to load it from a long distance instead of rushing his pivot ball and loading 

from a shorter distance. 

In the second game, Jerry failed two hoops from a distance that hasn’t stopped him yet, which gave 

Steve plenty to work with. Steve gave Jerry a few chances too, but when it mattered he finished. 

Don played Colin Irwin and had all the hoops but two in the first game. Colin missed the lift, but 

Don’s leave wasn’t good enough for him to finish from. Colin hit the next leave and won with a 

triple. Don’s leave wasn’t so great, because he opted to back peel his partner through 4-back. He 

was thinking it was easier to finish from penult, than 4-back. It is easier, but only if you set a leave 

that makes it easier. 

In the second game he didn’t get a break going when he should have. He made a typical American 

mistake. He attempted a hoop before he had hit all the balls. He should have taken off across the 

lawn and gained a rush back to the hoop. His leave wasn’t all that bad, but Colin is a great shot. He 

hit, took nine, Don missed, and Colin finished. 
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Jeff played David Openshaw and had the first game totally under control. Unlike Don’s second break 

in his first game, Jeff got the straight peel at 4-back. He failed to get good enough position at penult 

for another peel, so he concentrated on a decent leave. He got a great one. Both David’s balls were 

wired at the peg. This meant that Jeff didn’t care what ball David choose to play and didn’t care 

where David missed. He only needed David to miss, and David did. 

Jeff didn’t finish though. He can probably finish from that position in his sleep. He just couldn’t finish 

knowing that he might take a game off the Brits. 

In the second game, David had all but hoops for the match win. Jeff missed the leave, but David 

stuffed penult. This gave Jeff a wiring lift, which he hit. Jeff took nine, David missed, and Jeff started 

his second break and passible triple for the win. He had his partner ball as pioneer for 3 and should 

have had a nice on-time peel. Instead he failed to rush, failed to get in front of the hoop properly, 

and finally failed to jump through the hoop. David had everything handed to him. 

Jacques played Robert Fulford. Robert has been the number one ranked player for years. In the first 

game Robert built a break by rolling from corner 4 and running hoop 1. Jacques missed the lift, and 

that means a loss against Robert. It is just a formality to make him run the triple. 

In the second game, Robert made a mistake. Jacques hit a testy 11 yard shot, and took nine. Robert 

missed the lift and Jacques had a nice on-time triple going. He didn’t go through 2-back though. For 

no particular reason he just made a sequence of poor shots, leaving him a less than trivial hoop shot. 

Roben finished peeling him through the last two hoops and staked him out. Robert left Jaques with a 

lift to contact because he went through all he hoops with his first ball. He left his two balls in such 

nasty positions, that even if Jacques could get in front of 2-back he wouldn’t have much to do after 

he ran it. Jacques did a big pass roll and failed to get to the second ball, thus failed to even get in 

front of his hoop. Robert set a trap in the farthest corner from Jacques ball. Jacques declined to hit, 

which happened to be the last time he had a decent shot on Robert’s balls. Sometimes Robert would 

take a hoop, sometimes he wouldn’t, but always at the end of his turn he would make sure there 

was a hoop between his balls and Jacques ball. Jacque’s only hope was that Robert would go 

through 1-back without a break and give Jacques a lift shot. To squash that hope, Robert built a 

break from 6 out of nothing, and finished. 

Thus, we didn’t win anything today. 

- John Taves, Captain, Team USA 

MacRobertson Shield 2000 

Christchurch, New Zealand 


